
Appendix 2

Public Space Protection Orders
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BELOW? 
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DO YOU AGREE WITH THE PROPOSAL 
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DO YOU THINK THE COUNCIL SHOULD 
CONTINUE TO ENFORCE AGAINST 

PERSONS IN CHARGE OF A DOG WHO 
FAILS TO CLEAN UP ITS FAECES 
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DO YOU THINK ADDITIONAL 
ENFORCEMENT SHOULD BE TAKEN 

AGAINST PERSONS IN CHARGE OF A DOG 
WHO HAS NO MEANS TO PICK UP DOG 

FAECES 
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DO YOU THINK THE COUNCIL 
SHOULD CONTINUE TO EXCLUDE 
DOGS FROM AREAS SPECIFIED IN 

THE PROPOSED ORDER 

Text Suggestions
 No.  Dogs should be included in everyday life, not excluded.
 Any children's playground/specified picnic areas. South Ribble is deemed a great place to live. At 

76 I keep fit by walking my dogs. My dogs keep fit by being able to run free, I expect to keep them 
on a lead at certain times, this should be kept as unrestricted as possible. Dog owners like me 
would love to meet the council and work with it to draw up a sensible/flexible plan. Other councils 
have met the wroth of dog owners who have not been consulted before action has been taken. 
Please do this.

 Dogs should not be excluded from anywhere except from gated children's play areas.



 If you propose to have exclusion zones, then you need also to have inclusion zone. Take a look at 
what Wells-Next-the-Sea has done with their dog friendly beach. 

 There should be a space big enough for dogs to be exercised off lead
 Children's play areas 
 None.
 All playgrounds for definite 
 Playgrounds and school grounds. 
 None
 Obviously exclude dogs from children's play areas but other than that dogs should be under 

control anywhere regardless of area and it is not the amount of dogs that people walk it's the 
control owners have over their dogs whether it's 10 dogs or 1 dog

 As a responsible dog owner with limited mobility I cannot take my dogs far from home to be 
walked. My dogs are always on their leads and I always pick up and dispose of any faeces. While 
I agree that play areas for children should be protected as the borough insists on building on 
every available green space provision should be made for dog owners. By all means restrict those 
who are not responsible, were not all the same.

 None
 Children's play area 
 Areas should be available for exercising off lead dogs - excluding dogs is actually discriminatory 

towards dog owners I suffer severe anxiety and need my dog with me - we enjoy off lead walks 
he’s exceptionally well behaved time to deal with the minority rather than a blanket ban on all 

 Nope! Childrens play areas should be the only place really! 
 No, but if dogs are being excluded from areas then balance needs to be created by having areas 

specifically where dogs can have off-lead exercise without the worry of children playing.
 No but feel Worden should be off the list no lots of dog owners that use it although do not 

personally use it
 Children's playground
 None
 dogs are not the dirty animals, it the owners,  don't punish people for a crime that might happen
 Enclosed play areas
 I don't think dogs should be excluded but tougher conditions on people who cannot control their 

dogs and or fail to clean up after themselves.
 It is reasonable to exclude dogs from enclosed play areas, but not from entire parks or recreation 

grounds. We all contribute towards the maintenance of these areas and should be allowed to 
enjoy them. If you enforce current laws on fouling then you do not need to discriminate against an 
entire group of law abiding citizens.

 Dogs should not be excluded. Responsible dog owners are being penalised. Dog owners who do 
not pick up after their dogs or don't keep them under control should be fined/prosecuted. Banning 
dogs is not the solution. 

 Additional regulations will only affect those concerned with obeying regulations and not those who 
consistently flout regulations. People who have no respect for and no intention to abide by current 
rules, certainly won't be bothered by new rules 

 More poo bins at dog walking sites
 No suggestions 
 Children's play areas
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DO YOU THINK THE COUNCIL 
SHOULD CONTINUE TO MAKE IT A 
REQUIREMENT FOR PERSONS IN 

CHARGE OF A DOG TO PUT THEIR 
DOG ON A LEAD IN THE AREAS 

SPECIFIED IN THE PROPOSED ORDER 

Text Suggestions
 Farmland with animals on it
 In towns, villages and farms.
 Town centres & public parks
 Town/city centre streets.
 I think all paths adjacent to roads 
 It is not the location that is the issue it is the fact there are not enough people to enforce it!, I 

come into contact with someone every day not abiding by these laws and nothing gets done, 
employ more dog wardens!

 Public roads and near schools.
 None
 You already have laws to deal with out of control dogs. Even if a dog is on a lead it does not 

mean it's under control. 
 Not at the moment 
 Housing estates 
 Town centre
 No dogs need off lead exercise - try dealing with the rabble of anti-social kids leaving rubbish 

damaging cars and generally intimidating others the majority of dog owners are 100% responsible 
deal with the non-responsible owners as and when required 

 Only in fields with livestock and nature reserves.
 No but feel Worden should be taken off list don’t use personally but no dog walkers that do
 Near busy roads
 Main roads, town centres
 None
 while walking at the side of main roads
 If the person is a fit and proper person and can be responsible for their dog there should be no 

need. As for the max number of dogs I know a lot of good people who will be affected by this and 
all have exceptionally well behaved dogs.

 There is already adequate cover in law for this such as highways rules etc. 
 As above, if you enforce current laws you do not need to penalise and entire group of people for 

the actions of a few.



 Dogs should not be on lead if it is a safe place to exercise off lead. Responsible dog owners are 
being penalised. Dog owners who do not pick up after their dogs or don't keep them under control 
should be fined/prosecuted. Keeping dogs on lead is not the solution.  Soon there will be nowhere 
for dogs to exercise off lead & this will cause frustration in the dogs & other problems will arise 
due to their needs not being met. 

 The law only requires dogs to be under control
 More poo bins
 No suggestions 
 All public highways
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DO YOU THINK THE COUNCIL 
SHOULD CONTINUE TO BE ABLE TO 

MAKE IT A REQUIREMENT FOR 
PERSONS IN CHARGE OF A DOG TO 
PUT THEIR DOG ON A LEAD WHEN 

ASKED TO DO SO BY AN 
AUTHORISED OFFICER 
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DO YOU THINK PROVISION SHOULD 
BE MADE IN THE NEW ORDER TO 
RESTRICT THE NUMBER OF DOGS 

THAT CAN BE WALKED BY AN 
INDIVIDUAL ON AND OFF THE LEAD 
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DO YOU FEEL THAT ANY OF THESE 
PROPOSALS WILL AFFECT YOU AS AN 

INDIVIDUAL, BECAUSE OF ANY OF THE 
FOLLOWING SEE LIST BELOW, IF YES 

PLEASE GIVE DETAILS BELOW. 

Text Suggestions
 It should not be a crime to walk more than 2 dogs at a time. My disabled daughter has foster 

dogs, as well as her own, so the numbers vary. They are all walked together, under control. She 
worries about having to go out twice or more times with them for her own sake health wise and 
also re noise nuisance for neighbours if some are made to wait their turn at home.  

 As an individual, the proposals are in direct conflict with Article 8 of the European Convention on 
Human Rights which provides a right to respect for one's "private and family life." My dogs are a 
de facto and de cure part of my family and my rights are hence enshrined in the above Article.

 Walking multiple dogs for family members who cannot due to health reasons.
 I am an OAP with severe arthritis  and I try my best to keep track of my very energetic spaniel 

who needs free running time if I have to keep him on a lead it well make things difficult
 Discriminating against dog owners who can & do look after their dogs & who do pick up & are in 

control. 
 I have over 6 dogs who are my dependants. This will force me to walk them separately causing 

me to only be able to provide half the exercise they currently have due to time constraints as I 
work full time. I am fully capable of walking all my dogs safely together. Why am I being forced to 
stop when I have never had any complaints and often get complimented on my dog’s good 
manners. This is prejudice, pure and simple 

 DOG OWNER
 I am responsible for a disabled adult and I cannot walk my dogs far from home. I also have limited 

mobility due to knee and hip problems. 
 I am disabled
 I am not directly affected but need to comment. I see a lady walking 9 or 10 dogs early each 

morning, all well behaved and not bothering anyone and have often chatted in passing. If any go 
to the toilet she dutifully picks it up.  I also see some dog walkers during the day walking single 
dogs which are lunging and barking or running up to people or off the park and people not 
clearing the dog mess. Training the dogs is obviously more important than numbers so why is the 



limit needed?  
 I feel that having a maximum number for walking dogs is discrimination because any dog can be 

out of control whether it be one or ten. In my experience the people with multiple dogs have the 
better behaved dogs than those who have just one or two! So why penalise them. Surely it should 
be judged on individual circumstances not punish everyone who haven’t committed a breach in 
public order!

 As somebody who may at times be in charge of multiple dogs due to looking after family dogs as 
well as my own I would feel victimised if limited by number when in my 20yr experience as a dog 
owner and trainer one person with one dog out of control or trained to be aggressive can cause 
far more trouble than somebody with multiple dogs who are trained and under control.  Possibly 
licence responsible multi dog owners/walkers and then punish if they don't meet the terms of their 
licence?? 

 Disability
 religious
 Work
 This is victimisation of people for an assumed crime. It doesn't take into account whether people 

are capable and willing to control and pick up after a number of dogs. Just fines them for what it is 
assumed they will do regardless of their actual actions. No different to sentencing someone for 
theft due to skin colour or postcode. That was rightly made illegal a long time ago. Definitely a 
step backwards to bring this in and potentially illegal discrimination

 Age, due to working full time and having children I am limited as to when and where I can walk 
dogs. 

 No need to discriminate against people because they own more than 6 dogs. Laws already tackle 
dog problems regardless of how many dogs you have. Tackle people for what they do not how 
many dogs they own

 Disability and lack of poo bins
 Walk multiple dogs 
 I need to get all my dogs out before my husband goes to work and I have to look after our baby - 

by bringing in the max dog rule I wouldn't be able to take them all at once even though they're all 
small, have at least their bronze good citizen, and two don't go off lead as they're very old. 

 Don't agree with stop and search policy for pooh bags. You may have already used them up. 
 I will struggle to walk my 7 dogs in two groups as due to age I can't walk very far and can’t do two 

walks each day. Rules are already in place to tackle fouling and dogs out of control whether you 
have 1 dog or many. Why penalise responsible owners for having a number of dogs and 
assuming that because of this they won’t clear up or control their dogs. You wouldn't lock 
someone up for theft because you thought they might rob a bank. You have to wait for them to 
actually do it. 

 I currently have 10 dogs all of whom are well behaved and walked before work as a group and 
after work in batches. I walk them between 6am and 7am before work in unpopulated areas and 
always poo pick. My dogs don’t cause any nuisance and yet I am to be criminated simply because 
I have a certain number of well-behaved dogs. I have mobility issues so splitting the dogs into two 
walks will cause them to get less exercise than they need. 

 Currently the number of dogs off of leads and the uncleared faeces make it difficult to enjoy the 
boroughs parks with family.

 They affect me as a resident and as a dog owner. This persecution of mostly responsible dog 
owners because of the poor behaviour of a few is unfair. With numerous misguided road projects 
happening in the area the space where dogs can be safely walked is already shrinking. If these 
proposals go ahead, when can I expect either large, well maintained and safe dog runs to be 
installed in all parks and community spaces or a refund of part of my council tax as I will now be 
excluded from these spaces?

 I'm a dog owner and a mother, my children love dogs and will try to pet dogs if the dog runs to 
them in public. I always keep my dog under control when other people or children are about as 
she is a nervous dog, wish others did same. 

 Disability
 None
 My age and disability and the age and disability of my old small blind dog who if always on a lead 

can and will tumble and injure once again his knee.  More money spent at vets and on medication 
and a dog and dog owner reluctant to have a walk (health and wellbeing etc.)



 Limited mobility means dog cannot be properly exercised except off lead. Dogs should only be 
required to be on a lead if they are not under close control. 

 sometimes I find it hard to remember to take things with me because of age


